will use the same notation p to denote the induced actions. If 4» is an equivariant diffeomorphism of (52p_I x S2q~l,p), then there is a uniquely determined free Zn action A(<&) on S(4>) where 2(d>) = s2p~l x D2q Uo D2p x S2q~l ■ such that the inclusions S2p~l x D2q -*■ Z($) and D2p x S2q~l -*■ 2(<i>) are equivariant. In [9] , using the same argument, they have also proved the following:
Theorem 0.2. Let (24m _1 ,p)be a free Z3 action on a homotopy sphere, then there is an equivariant diffeomorphism $ of(S2m~l x S2m~x, p) such that (Z4n,_1, p) is equivalent to (2(3>), A($)).
The proofs use the following well-known facts: (a) /: KO(RPp) -*■ /(Rr*) and/:iCO(¿4",_1(^3)) -►/(¿4m_1(Z3)) are isomorphisms [1] , and(b) Wh(Z2) and Wh(Z3) are zero [11] . The argument breaks down when n > 4. Hence, they asked if there are similar properties for Zn actions for n > 4 [10] . For convenience we say a free Zn action on a homotopy sphere is p-decomposable if it is equivalent to an action of the form (2(3>), A(<&)). For a more precise definition, see Definition 2.1. It turns out that the answer to their question is negative and there are necessary and sufficient conditions in order that a free Zn action on a homotopy sphere be p-decomposable. Since the orbit space 22m-1/p of a free Zn action (2 m_1, p) on a homotopy sphere is a homotopy lens space, each homotopy lens space is the orbit space of a free Zn action on a homotopy sphere and the equivalence class of (22m_1, p) up to automorphisms of Z" is uniquely determined by the diffeomorphism class of 22m_1/p. Thus the criterions on the decomposabilities can be stated in terms of orbit spaces. So we make the following definition. A homotopy lens space is p-decomposable if the corresponding action is p-decomposable. For a more precise definition, see Definition 2.2. The question of Livesay and Thomas is completely answered by the following: Theorem 0.3. A homotopy lens space X2m~x is p-decomposable if and only if there is a simple homotopy equivalence f: X2m~l -*■ L2m~l such that n([X2m-1, f])\L2p~x = 0, ri[X2m-x, f])\L2q~x = 0, where r¡ is the normal mapandL2p-x = S2p~x¡p, L2q~x =S2q~xlp.
On the other hand, Milnor has constructed infinitely many inequivalent free Zn actions on S2m~x such that the orbit spaces are not simple homotopy equivalent to any lens space [13] . However, by the Classification Theorem of Browder, Pétrie and Wall [3], in each simple homotopy class of a lens space, there are infinitely many free Zn actions on homotopy spheres. Since the group of homotopy spheres is finite [7] , one may conjecture that in each simple ho-motopy class of a lens space, there are infinitely many free Zn actions such that the underlying manifold is S2m~l. It turns out that a much stronger result is true. This is the following: Theorem 0.4. Let 22m_1 be a homotopy sphere which supports a free Zn action p where m>3. Ifn > 3 or n = 2 and m is even, then 22m_1 supports infinitely many inequivalent free Zn actions of which the orbit spaces are simple homotopy equivalent to 22m-l//i-This paper is organized as follows. In §1, we will summarize the results of surgery theory which will be used in later sections. In §2, we will prove Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 2.4 which imply Theorem 0.3. Most results in this section have been announced in [18] . In §3, we will prove Theorem 0.4 which is Theorem 3.1. It is understood that we are working in the differentiable category and M = N means M and N are diffeomorphic.
1. Surgery on the compact manifolds. In this section we will recall the theory of surgery on the compact manifolds. The main reference will be Wall's book [17] . For each integer k, let Lek(pl(Xm)) be the Wall group of irl(Xm) [17] . For each % £ [XmldXm, G/O], there is a surgery obstruction o(£) in Lm{nx{X)) such that o(|) = 0 if and only if there is a £ S\Xm, dXm) so that T?(a) = £ Moreover, Lm ., (ttj (X"1)) acts on S6^, 3^") such that for a, ß £ S^X™, dX"1) and 7j(a) = tj(j3), there is x G Lm + l(nl(Xm)) such that ß = a>(x, a).
Thus we have the following exact sequence which includes much of the theory of surgery as developed by Milnor, Kervaire, Browder, Novikov, Sullivan and Wall [17] , Lm + l(nl(Xm)) -^ S^X™, dX") 2+ VTldX"1, GIO] ±> Lm(7r1(Xm)). The following is a well-known result (see [17] ). We shall omit the proof. Theorem 1.3. Let Km~l be a closed manifold. Then S*(Km~l x /, 3)
is an abelian group and co: ££,+ 10ri(Km-1)) -► Ss(Km~l x /, 3) is a homomorphism.
The following useful result is due to Pétrie [14] . where a is defined as in Theorem 1.1. It is well known that the orbit space of a free Zn action on a homotopy sphere is a homotopy lens space and every homotopy lens space is the orbit space of a free Zn action on a homotopy sphere. Thus the decomposition of a free Zn action on a homotopy sphere induces a decomposition of the orbit space which can be described as follows. Let ¡im-X =S2m-l/pj rfm-l . glp-X x D^)¡f)y Proof. Let/: ¿2p_1 ->¿2m_1 be the inclusion. Let/: *2m_1 -»• ¿2m-l jjg a homot0py equivalence and let gt be a homotopy inverse off. Since p = [ffi/2], gj is homotopic to an embedding. By homotopy extension theorem, gj is homotopic to a homotopy equivalence g such that gj is an embedding, g is also a homotopy equivalence of/. Let vt (u2, respectively) be the normal bundle of/ (gj, respectively). Following Sullivan [16] , for k sufficiently large, we may approximate g x 0: L2m~x -*■ X2m~x x Rk by an embedding g which extends gj. Let v be the normal bundle of g. It is clear that It is routine to check that W2m~l is an A-cobordism. Therefore X2m~x is prep-decomposable. Conversely, suppose X2m~x is pre-p-decomposable. Then there is an h- such that k(L2p-x) = L2p-x {k{L2q-x) = L2q-x,k{K2m~2) = K2m-2 x Vi, respectively) and k\L2p~x (L2q~x, K2m~2, respectively) is the identity. Hence, without loss of generality, we may assume X,2"»-i =M2m~x \JiAK2m~2 x IX).xd N2m'x. It has been proved by Browder [2] that j? is onto if n is odd and according to Wall [17] , the coker 7? is Z2 if n is even. It is easy to see that for n > 4, there is % G Im r¡ such that %\L2p~x + 0. Proof. For « G 2 Wh(Z"), there is an /i-cobordism (W2m_1 ; K2m~2, K2m~2) such that T(W2um-x, K2m-2) = u. Let X2um~x = M2m~x Uid ^um~x Uid N2m~x. Let Wlm~x (X2m~x, respectively) be the universal covering of Wum~x (X2um~x, respectively). Since Slp~x x S2q~x is simply-connected and yj2m-\ ^ £2p-t x s2<7-i x j xlm~x is a homotopy sphere which supports a free Zn action such that the orbit space is X2m~x. Thus X2m~x is a homotopy lens space which is clearly pre-p-decomposable. It is also clear that for u # v, X2um~x $ X2um~x. Now the corollary following the fact that rankWh(Z") > 1 if n ¥= 2, 3, 4, 6, and X2m~x is not simple homotopy equivalent to L2m~x. D Corollary 2.7. Let m>3. For n > 3 or n = 2, m is even, there exist infinitely many distinct p-decomposable homotopy lens spaces.
Proof. Let to: L°2m(Zn) -»■ S\L2m~x) be the action of L°2m(Zn) on Ss(L2m~x). It follows easily from Theorem 2.4 that if AT2"2"1 is a p-dccomposable homotopy lens space then each homotopy lens space in the orbit of [X2m~x, f] 3. Free Zn actions on homotopy spheres. Let (22m_1, p) be a free Zn action on a homotopy sphere 22m-1. Then it is well known that there is a lens space L2m~x such that 22m_I/M is homotopy equivalent to L2m~x. LetX2m-1 = 22m_1/)u and let/: L2m~x -*■ X2m~x be a homotopy equivalence. f\L2p~x is homotopic to an embedding. Let p2m~l be the tubular neighborhood of this embedding and let ß2m_1 = x2m~x -intP2"1-1. Let jr: s2"1-1 -* x2m~x be the projection. Then it is easy to see that ir~x(P2m~x) SB S2p~x x D2q.
By an easy application of the A-cobordism theorem, we can show that n~x(Q2m~x) S D2p x S2q~x. Let pP (pQ, respectively) be the induced action on S2p~x x D2q (D2p x S2q~x, respectively). Note that in general, pP and Pq are not linear. For an equivariant diffeomorphism i/>: (S2p~x x S2q~x, pP) -► (S2p~x x S2q~x, Pq), let B(\p) be the uniquely determined Zn action on 2(i|/) such that the inclusions (52p_l x D2q, pp) -* (2(i//), B(\j/)) and (D2p x S2q~x,pQ) -*■ (2(i//), B(\p)) are equivariant. It is clear that there is an equivariant diffeomorphism 4>: (S2p~x x S2q~x,pP)-*■ (S2p_1 x S2q'x,pQ) such that (22"1"1,p) is equivalent to (2(<i>) ß(*)). Let R2m~2 = d(P2m~x). It is obvious that j^m-l ^m-l ü¡di?2m-2 X/Uidß2m_1.
Consider the following commutative diagram:
Ss(R2m~2 x /, b(R2m-2 x /)) LÎmVn) SS(p2m-X u¡d R2m-2 x /(J ß2"1"»).
By Theorem 1.4, for n > 3 or n = 2 and m is even, there is an infinite subgroup L2m(Zn) of L°2m(Z") which acts freely on Ss(P2m~x Uid R2m~2 x /Uid Q m~x). Let x G L2m(Zn) be an element of infinite order. For each integer k, let o)2(kx) = [X2km~x, /J. Note that A'2/"-1 are distinct and are simple homotopy equivalent to X2m~x. It is easy to see that for each integer k, there is a representative [R2m~2 x I, gk] in u^kx) such that£k|fl2m"~2 x 0 = identity. Let* =gi\R2r"-2 x 1. Since co, is a homomorphism,£fc|/?2m_2 xl=**. It follows from co2 = a • co, that Ar2m_1 s p2m"i u^ Q2m_1. Let ^ be the equivariant diffeomorphism of (S2p~x x S2q~x, pP) which covers ^. Let 22_m_1 be the homotopy sphere which supports a free Zn action such that its orbit space is X\m~x. It is clear that 22/"-1 at 2(i> • \¡jk). By a lemma of [19], we can show that there is an infinite subset A of integers such that 22/"-1 is diffeomorphic to 22m_1 (= 22,"1-1) for fc G A. Thus we have proved the following:
Theorem 3.1. Let 22m_1 be a homotopy sphere which supports a free Zn action p where m>3. Ifn>3orn = 2 and m is even, then 22m_1 supports infinitely many inequivalent free Zn actions of which the orbit spaces are simple homotopy equivalent to 22"I-1/p-In particular, we have Corollary 3.2. For each lens space L2m~x, n>3, there exist infinitely many inequivalent free Zn actions on S2m~x such that the orbit spaces are simple homotopy equivalent to L2m~x ifn>3orn = 2 and m is even.
Remark 33. For n i= 2, 3, 4, 6, Milnor has shown that there exist infinitely many inequivalent free Zn actions on S2m~x such that none of the orbit spaces is simple homotopy equivalent to a lens space [13] .
Remark 3.4. A weaker version of Theorem 3.1 has been announced in [18] .
Remark 3.5. A weaker version of the 5 ' analogs of Theorem 3.1 has been proved in [19] .
Remark 3.6. The Sx -analogs of Theorem 3.1 have been proved by Burghelea [4] and which can also be proved by this method. references
